Project Status Report

Overall Status: **On Track**

**Project Name:** OWTF

July 18, 2014

**Status Code Legend**
- On Track: Project is on development
- High Risk: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Warning: potential issues
- Off Track: Date will be missed if action not taken

---

Does the project meet the Health criteria?: **NO**

- Wiki page is updated with the latest releases
- It has a very active project leader participating in OWASP conferences and GSOC programs
- The project has a very good description using a video
- It is vendor neutral (no logo or mentioning found about any company on wiki pages or source code repositories readme pages)
- It has a mailing list

Issues:
- It lacks FAQ (wiki)
- Lacks a roadmap (wiki update)
- OWASP wiki page must be cleaned up (content Project About)
- It lacks a license description

---

Does the project meet the quality criteria?: **Yes**

- It has 18 active contributors
- High record of solved issues (open bugs 14, closed 207)
- High level of contributions and commits this month
- It has a wiki to submit bugs/issues: https://github.com/owtf/owtf/issues
- It’s easy to install
- It has excellent documentation for new contributors
- Very good user manual
Project Abstract

The project is very active with one of the highest amounts of contributors from all OWASP projects. It is clearly in a continuous improvement process, including new versions and releases such as OWTF is 0.45.0 Winter Blizzard. If project leader could spend more time improving the information in its OWASP wiki page, such as the license which is essential, it will be a strong contender and potential flagship.